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Abstract—The increased industrial interest in wireless sensor
networks demands a shift from optimizing protocols for reporting
sporadic events, to solutions for high-rate data collection and
dissemination. We study time-optimal convergecast under the
communication constraints of commodity sensor network plat-
forms. We propose a novel convergecast model in which packet
copying between the microcontroller and the radio transceiver is
separated from packet transmission, thereby improving channel
utilization and system throughput. Based on this model, we
establish the tight lower bound on the number of time slots for
convergecast in networks with tree routing topology, and present
both centralized and distributed algorithms for computing time-
optimal convergecast schedules. Our scheme is memory-efficient
as each node buffers at most one packet at any time. We evaluate
our scheme in simulation and on real hardware, and show that
our scheme can achieve a throughput of 203 kbit/s (86.4% of the
theoretical upper bound): up to 86.24% improvement compared
with traditional TDMA-based convergecast. With an optimal
routing tree and the maximum MAC layer payload, convergecast
in a network with 20 sensor nodes can be completed in only
100ms.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The emergence of low-cost low-power radios, along with
the recent surge in research on wireless communication and
networked control, has enabled the deployment of wireless
sensor networks (WSNs) for industrial process monitoring and
control [1]. A typical control installation can have several hun-
dreds of sensors and actuators, with control loops demanding
sampling rates ranging from sub-second to minutes. During
a sample interval, several operations must be completed:
sensor measurements must be taken and communicated to
the controller, controller code should be executed to compute
the desired control commands, and the commands need to
be disseminated to the actuators. Thus, for a control loop
running on one second sampling interval, the time left for
each communication (sensor to controller or controller to ac-
tuator) is less than 500 milliseconds [2]. This stringent latency
requirement, coupled with the special characteristics of WSNs
such as limited energy, bandwidth, computing and storage
capability, poses great challenges to the design of real-time
communication protocols for wireless control applications.

To achieve the strict latency requirement for control ap-
plications, contention-free medium access protocols suchas
time-division multiple access (TDMA) have many advantages
over contention-based protocols, e.g., the ability to deliver

packets with deterministic delay bounds by eliminating colli-
sions and retransmissions. Moreover, TDMA-based protocols
are energy-efficient since the amount of idle listening and
overhearing can be reduced by turning the radio off in non-
scheduled time slots.WirelessHART [3], the recently approved
standard for control applications, uses a TDMA data link layer
to control access to the network.

Distributing the communication across multiple channels
for parallel transmissions is another attractive approachto
reduce communication delay. State-of-the-art low-power ra-
dios support a number of orthogonal channels, e.g., the IEEE
802.15.4 Chipcon CC2420 packet-based radio supports 16
non-overlapping channels in the 2.4 GHz ISM band [4]. More-
over, many popular sensor platforms, including MicaZ [5],
Tmote Sky [6], and Telos [7], have recently gravitated towards
a single data-link protocol 802.15.4, and even a single radio
chip ChipCon CC2420. However, state-of-the-art bulk data
transport protocols report a multi-hop data throughput of
approximately 10 kbit/s over a 250 kbit/s 802.15.4 radio [8].
In [9] we identified that it is the packet copying operation
between the radio transceiver and the microcontroller that
limits the achievable throughput (similar measurement results
were also reported in [10]). By moving packet copying off the
critical path of packet forwarding, our conditional immediate
transmission primitive gave close to a 10-fold increase in
network throughput. This result indicates that the impact of
packet copying must be taken into account in the design of
real-time communication schemes for control applications.

Periodic data collection from sensors to the controller is one
of the basic operations in control applications. The networking
primitive for collecting data from multiple sources to a single
sink is calledconvergecast. We have previously shown that
control command dissemination can be performed by simply
running convergecast ”in reverse” [11]. Thus efficient policies
for convergecast scheduling are instrumental for industrial
control applications. Despite the vast literature on TDMA
scheduling in WSNs [12]–[16], most existing convergecast
schemes are based on single-channel communication, which
are not able to provide timely communication at high data rate
due to channel interference and limited bandwidth. Studies
that consider multi-channel TDMA convergecast focus on
frequency-reuse to decrease the convergecast delay, but donot
handle packet copying in a separate time slot [17] [18]. Chin-



talapudi and Venkatraman proposed a transmission pipelining
scheme for single-hop networks that takes into account the
hardware overhead in the packet transmission process [10].

In this paper, we revisit the time-optimal convergecast
problem, aiming at answering the following question:How fast
can data be collected from sensors to the sink on commodity
hardware? In contrast to previous work, we investigate this
problem by exploring the advantages of TDMA-based multi-
channel communication, separated packet copying and time-
slotted channel hopping. We propose a novelWirelessHART-
compliant convergecast model in which channel hopping is
performed on a per-timeslot basis without frequency-reuseand
packet copying is separated from transmission and reception.
Based on this model, we first prove that, for a tree network
with N sensor nodes and one sink, the lower bound on the
convergecast time ismax{3n1−∆, N} time slots, wheren1 is
the maximum number of nodes in any subtree and∆ ∈ {1, 2}.
Then we present both centralized and distributed algorithms
for computing time-optimal convergecast schedules. Finally,
we evaluate our scheme through extensive simulations and
validate the simulation results on Tmote Sky platform. Both
simulations and experiments on real hardware show that our
scheme can achieve a throughput of 203 kbit/s, 86.4% of the
theoretical upper bound. With maximum MAC layer payload
of 125 bytes and optimal routing tree with depth no larger than
the number of available channels, convergecast in a network
with 20 sensor nodes can be completed in only100 ms.

The paper is organized as follows. We motivate our work
in Section II. Section III gives the system model and problem
statement. Section IV and Section V present the centralized
and distributed scheduling algorithms, respectively. Thesolu-
tion for sub-schedule extraction and channel hopping is given
in Section VI. Section VIII summarizes the related work and
discusses possible extensions to deal with unreliable links.
Section IX concludes the paper.

II. M OTIVATION

A. The Practical 802.15.4 Bottleneck: Packet Copying

The microcontroller and radio transceiver are two main
components of a wireless sensor node. Communication be-
tween the microcontroller and the radio is done via a Serial
Peripherals Interface (SPI) bus, see the timing diagram in
Fig. 1 (a). After receiving a packet, the microcontroller triggers
an interrupt to notify a process to fetch the incoming data from
the radio’s receive buffer over the SPI bus. Before transmitting
a packet, the microcontroller first copies the packet into the
radio’s transmit buffer over the SPI bus, and then sends a
command to start transmission1.

Based on the Tmote Sky platform with Contiki operating
system [19] running at 3.9 MHz, we measure that the time
for one-way packet copying (i.e., microcontroller to radio
transmit buffer or radio receive buffer to microcontroller) with

1The CC2420 packet radio has two separate on-chip buffers: a receive buffer
and a transmit buffer. Received packets cannot be copied to the transmit buffer
directly without going through the microcontroller.
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Fig. 1. Packet copying is on the critical path in (a). Packet copying is
removed from the critical path in (b). [9]

125 bytes MAC layer data payload is around 1.45ms and the
time for transmitting/receiving 125 bytes is around 4.55ms,
which indicates that the two-way packet copying takes nearly
the same time as packet transmitting/receiving. As illustrated
by Fig. 1 (b), by arranging the order of packet copying and
transmission, packet copying can be removed from the critical
path of packet forwarding, i.e., packetn−1 is pre-copied into
the transmit buffer, and immediately forwarded when packet
n arrives, thereby significantly reducing forwarding delay.

B. Advantages of Channel Hopping without Frequency Reuse

Channel-hopping exploits frequency diversity by sending
subsequent packets on different channels. Since the packet
loss is usually bursty in nature, a transmission failure on a
particular channel is likely to result in a failed subsequent
transmission whereas a different channel would behave in-
dependently. Thus channel hopping can effectively reduce
external interference and multi-path fading effects. To fully
explore the advantages of channel hopping, each node should
have the ability to switch channels with short delay. Recent
results show that most IEEE 802.15.4-compliant radio chips
can switch channels in less than 192µs [6].

Although frequency reuse is often advocated to enhance
the channel utilization, per-timeslot channel hopping without
frequency reuse still has several advantages in practice: first, it
provides seamless integration of channel assignment with link
scheduling. In schemes based on frequency reuse, channels
are initially and statically assigned to links/nodes basedon
interference graphs, and link scheduling is performed in a
separate stage. Since interference could potentially be removed
by scheduling interfering links on different slots, the traditional
approaches might underperform dynamic scheduling and chan-
nel hopping. Second, it significantly reduces the complexity of
transmission scheduling. Since no (in network) multi-access
interference is generated without channel reuse, transmissions
can be scheduled without constructing an interference graph,
whereas most channel assignment problems in traditional
scheduling approaches are based on interference graphs and
have been proven to be NP-hard [18] [20]. Moreover, most
control applications require quite dense deployments in a
limited area such as a small factory. In the worst case when
each node falls in the interference range of all the others, there
is no benefit for frequency reuse.



III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

We model a WSN network as a directed graphG = (V,E)
where the vertices inV = {v0, v1,...,vN} denote the network
devices (sink and sensors) and the edges inE represent
communication links. There is only one sink, denoted by
v0 and N sensorsv1,...,vN . Both the sensors and the sink
remain static after deployment. Time is synchronized and
divided into slots of equal size, and the length of a time slot
allows transmitting/receiving exactly one packet. Each device
is equipped with one half-duplex radio transceiver, which
means that a device cannot transmit and receive at the same
time. Channel hopping is performed on a per time-slot basis
without frequency reuse. We assume that the links inE can
sustain reliable transmission. Possible extensions to deal with
unreliable links are discussed in Section VIII-B.
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Fig. 2. The source (S) transmits a packet to the destination (D) via
the forwarder (F). Traditionally, packet copying is performed within the
time slot for transmission/reception (a). By separating packet copying from
transmission and performing it in a separate time slot (b), the length of time
slots is reduced.

Existing TDMA-based convergecast schemes do not take
into account the impact of packet copying, which is com-
monly performed within the time slots allocated for packet
transmission or reception, as shown in Fig. 2(a). In this
mechanism, one channel is reserved during the entire time slot
for either transmission or reception, resulting in low channel
utilization. In our scheme, packet copying is separated from
packet transmission/reception, as shown in Fig. 2 (b). Based on
our measurements, the time for two-way packet copying (i.e.
2×1.45ms) is less than the time for transmission/reception (i.e.
4.55ms). Thus the two-way packet copying can be completed
within one time slot in our scheme. After receiving a packet,
a separate time slot is allocated for two-way packet copying
(i.e., Copy Rx Tx). At the next available transmission time
slot, the radio can immediately transmit the packet. There are
two advantages for this mechanism. First, the channel can be
released immediately after transmitting/receiving a packet and
can be allocated to another node for transmission/reception in
next time slot, thereby improving channel utilization. Second,
although the number of time slots needed increases, the length
of time slots is significantly reduced, enabling convergecast
with lower latency and higher throughput.

Based on the above model, we revisit the convergecast
operation in which each sensor generates one packet destined
to the sink, and the convergecast packets are routed along a
spanning tree, denoted byT = (V,E′) whereE′ ⊂ E. For
any routing tree shown in Fig. 3, letST (vi) be the largest
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Fig. 3. Tree routing topology withm branches.

subtree rooted at nodevi, and ni be the number of nodes
in ST (vi). The sink hasm children denoted byv1, v2,...,
vm respectively. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that
n1 ≥ n2 ≥, ...,≥ nm. For every nodevi, f(vi) denotes its
parent andC(vi) represents the set of its children. We useLS
to represent the length of the convergecast scheduleS (in time
slots). The objective is to compute optimal link schedule so
that the convergecast time can be minimized.

IV. OPTIMAL SCHEDULING

In this section, we first establish the lower bound on the
number of time slots required for convergecast, and then
present a centralized algorithm to compute the time-optimal
convergecast schedule for networks with tree routing topology.

A. Lower Bound on Convergecast Schedule Length(LS)

Theorem 1: For a routing tree withN sensor nodes, the
lower bound on the number of time slots required to complete
convergecast ismax{3n1 −∆, N} where∆ = 1 if n1 = n2,
and∆ = 2 otherwise.

Proof: For any subtreeST (vi) rooted at nodevi, all
packets generated by the nodes inST (vi) must go through
node vi. For the packet generated by nodevi, it can be
preloaded into the transmit buffer, and transmitted at the first
available time slot. To forward any other packet, nodevi needs
one slot to receive the packet, one slot for the two-way packet
copying, and one slot for transmitting the packet. Thus node
vi needs at least3(ni−1)+1 = 3ni−2 time slots to forward
theni packets generated by nodes inST (vi).

Suppose that subtreesST (v1), ST (v2), ..., ST (vk)(k ≤ m)
have the same number of nodes (i.e.,n1 = n2 = ... = nk >
nk+1, ...,≥ nm). Let ti be the earliest time slot in which node
vi is scheduled for transmission. Letvj be the node where
tj = maxi∈[1,k] ti. Clearly, tj ≥ k because the sink can be
scheduled to receive from only one of its children at any time
slot. Since at least3nj − 2 time slots are needed to complete
convergecast in subtreeST (vj), the earliest time slot in which
nodevj finishes forwarding all packets inST (vj) is no less
than3n1− 2 + (k− 1). Therefore, at leastLS = max{3n1−
2 + (k − 1), N} time slots are needed for convergecast in a
tree network. Ifk = 1, LS = max{3n1 − 2, N}. If k = 2,
LS = max{3n1− 1, N}. If k > 2, LS = 3n1− 2+(k− 1) ≤
kn1 ≤ N . Thus the theorem holds.

Theorem 1 shows that the structure of the routing tree
plays a fundamental role in minimizing the convergecast time,
and quantifies how unbalanced the tree can be while still



admitting time-optimal convergecast. If no subtree has more
than (N − ∆)/3 nodes, convergecast can be completed in
N time slots; otherwise the largest subtree will dominate the
achievable convergecast latency, and the worst case is a line
routing topology where the convergecast length is3N − 2.
Finding a minimum spanning tree subject to cardinality con-
straints on the number of nodes in any subtree is called
the capacitated minimum spanning tree problem. Although it
is known to be NP-hard [21], many effective heuristic and
approximation algorithms exist [22].

B. Time-optimal Convergecast Scheduling

In a tree network, each node might have more than one
child. To minimize the number of time slots for convergecast,
each node should be optimally scheduled to receive packets
from its children. LetTx(vi) be the number of packets that
devicevi has transmitted since the start of the convergecast
operation. The convergecast schedule is stored in a two-
dimensional dynamic arraySch, whereSch[t][ch] records the
device scheduled for transmission at time slott with channel
offset ch. The time-optimal convergecast schedule can be
computed using the policy combining the following two rules:

T1: At each time slott, nodevi ∈ C(v0) is scheduled
for transmission ifST (vi) has the maximum number
of packets left and nodevi is not scheduled for
transmission at time slotst− 1 and t− 2.

T2: At each time slott, nodevi /∈ C(v0) is scheduled
for transmission if the following three conditions are
satisfied: (1) nodevi has not finished transmitting all
the packets it should transmit (i.e.,Tx(vi) < ni );
(2) nodef(vi) is scheduled for transmission at time
slot t − 1; (3) ST (vi) has the maximum number of
packets left among all subtreesST (vj) rooted at the
children of nodef(vi).

Let ϕt(vi) be the set of candidates that can be scheduled to
transmit a packet to nodevi at time slott. ϕt(vi) = {vj|vj ∈
C(vi) ∧ Tx(vj) < nj ∧ vj /∈ Sch[t − 1] ∧ vj /∈ Sch[t− 2]},
and nodevj ∈ C(vi) that satisfies the following condition is
scheduled for transmission.

vj = arg max
vk∈ϕt(vi)

(nk − Tx(vk)).

In case that there is a tie (i.e., multiple nodes satisfy the
conditions given in the above policies), the node with the
lowest ID is given the highest priority. The detailed algorithm
for generating the time-optimal convergecast schedule is given
in Algorithm 1. Fig. 4 gives an example of the schedule
generated by Algorithm 1.

Corollary 1: The convergecast schedule generated by Al-
gorithm 1 requires each sensor to buffer at most one packet
at any time slot.

Proof: According to policyT2, any nodevi with hop-
count larger than one is scheduled for transmission only if its
parent has been scheduled in the previous time slot. Note that
each sensor generates only one packet in each convergecast

Algorithm 1: Centralized ConvergecastScheduling

begin
LS ← max{3n1 −∆, N};
ϕ1(vi)← C(vi) (0 ≤ i ≤ N);
Tx(vi)← 0;
for t← 1 to LS do

ch← 0;
/* Schedule children of the

sink--Policy T1; */
if ϕt(v0) 6= φ then

Sch[t][ch]← argmaxvk∈ϕt(v0)(nk−Tx(vk));
ch← ch+ 1;
Tx(Sch[t][ch])← Tx(Sch[t][ch]) + 1;

/* Schedule other nodes--Policy
T2; */

k← 1;
while Sch[t− 1][k] > 0 do

vi ← argmaxvk∈ϕt(Sch[t−1][k])(nk−Tx(vk));
if vi > 0 then

Sch[t][ch]← vi; ch← ch+ 1;
Tx(vi)← Tx(vi) + 1;

k ← k + 1;

for i← 0 to N do
Generateϕt+1(vi);
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Fig. 4. Optimal convergecast schedule for a sample tree network.

round. If nodevi is scheduled for transmission, there must be
no packet at its parent. Thus the corollary holds.

Theorem 2: Given any tree network, the schedule generated
by Algorithm 1 can complete convergecast inmax{3n1 −
∆, N} time slots where∆ = 1 if n1 = n2; otherwise∆ = 2.

Corollary 2: For any tree network, the convergecast sched-
ule generated by Algorithm 1 uses at mostd channels where
d is the depth of the tree.
Due to space limitations, the proofs of Theorem 2 and Corol-
lary 2 are omitted. The complete proofs can be found in a tech-
nical report [23]. Let|C| be the maximum number of children
a node has. The time complexity for generatingϕt(vi) (line
19-20) isO(|C|N). Based on Corollary 2, the time complexity
for the while-loop in Algorithm 1 isO(|C|d) < O(|C|N).



Thus the time complexity of Algorithm 1 isO(|C|NLS).
From Corollary 2, it can be seen that Algorithm 1 has

constraint on the depth of the routing tree, i.e., the depth of the
routing tree should not be larger than the number of available
channels. Even though some channels might be blocked due
to the bad quality caused by adjacent channel interference or
co-existed 802.11 device, the number of available channels
might be enough for convergecast in most control applications.
This is because that it is recommended to deploy networks
with small depth (typically 4-5 hops [2]) due to the problems
such as long delay for packet delivery, the difficulty with
maintaining accurate time-synchronization for TDMA, etc.
It is also worth noting that our scheme does not pose any
restriction on the number of nodes in the network since there
is no limitation on the number of children a node can have.
For example, for a balanced complete3-ary tree routing tree
in which all leaf nodes are at the same depth and each node
(except the leaves) has exactly 3 children, the number of sensor
nodes, excluding the sink, goes up to 1092 when the depth of
the tree is 6.

V. D ISTRIBUTED SCHEDULING

While centralized management is natural in some applica-
tions and employed in standards such asWirelessHART, it is
sometimes useful to perform the scheduling in a distributed
manner. In this section, we demonstrate that it is possible to
develop a distributed algorithm for computing the time-optimal
link schedule for convergecast in tree routing topologies.

During tree construction stage, each nodevi can obtain
the following information:ni, the number of nodes in sub-
tree ST (vi); C(vi), the set of children of nodevi; and nj

for vj ∈ C(vi), the number of nodes in sub-treeST (vj)
rooted at a child of nodevi. Let Dschvi [1,LS ][1, 2] be the
transmission schedule for the children of nodevi, where
Dschvi [t][1] records the child scheduled to transmit at time
slot t andDschvi [t][2] is the channel offset allocated to the
child scheduled for transmission at time slott.

From Policy T1 in Section IV, it can be seen that the
transmission schedule for the children of the sink is computed
based only on information about (a) the set of children of
the sink, and (b) the number of nodes in each sub-tree
rooted at a child of the sink. Thus the sink can compute
the transmission schedule for its children, and the chan-
nel offset for each transmission is initialized as follows:If
Dschvi [t][1] is not empty,Dschvi [t][2] is set to 0; other-
wise Dschvi [t][2] is set to−1. After generatingDschv0 ,
the sink multicastsDschv0 to its children. When a node
vi receives theDschf(vi) from its parentf(vi), node vi
generatesDschvi based on theDschf(vi) using PolicyT2 in
Section IV, and the channel offset is determined as follows:
Dschvi [t][2] = Dschf(vi)[t][2] + 1 if Dschvi [t][1] is not
empty; otherwiseDschvi [t][2] = Dschf(vi)[t][2]. Then node
vi multcastsDschvi to its children. The distributed algorithm
performed at each node to generate time-optimal convergecast
schedule is given in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: Distributed ConvergecastScheduling(node
vi)

begin
LS ← max{3n1 −∆, N};
if vi = sink then

GenerateDschvi /* Policy T1 */;
for t← 1 to LS do /* channel offset */

if Dschvi [t][1] 6= 0 then
Dschvi [t][2] = 0;

else Dschvi [t][2] = −1;

MulticastDschvi to all nodes inC(vi);

if receive Dsch from f(vi) and C(vi) 6= φ then
GenerateDschvi /* Policy T2 */;
for t← 1 to LS do /* channel offset */

if Dschvi [t][1] 6= 0 then
Dschvi [t][2] = Dschf(vi)[t][2] + 1;

else Dschvi [t][2] = Dschf(vi)[t][2];

MulticastDschvi to all nodes inC(vi);

Theorem 3: If there is no packet loss andDschvi can be
encapsulated in one packet, Algorithm 2 can generate the
time-optimal convergecast schedule for a tree network by
multicasting onlyN −nl +1 packets wherenl is the number
of leaf nodes in a tree network.

Proof: In algorithm 2, each non-leaf node in the tree
needs to generate the transmission schedule for its children and
multicast the schedule to its children. If there is no packetloss
andDschvi can be encapsulated into one packet, each non-
leaf node only needs to multicast one packet. Thus the total
number of packets multicasted isN − nl + 1 wherenl is the
number of leaf nodes in the tree network.

VI. SUB-SCHEDULE EXTRACTION AND CHANNEL

HOPPING

The schedule generated by our algorithms is recorded in
compact structures (Sch in Algorithm 1 andDsch in Algo-
rithm 2) specifying which node is scheduled for transmission
on each channel at each time slot. Once obtainedSch orDsch,
each node should extract its sub-schedule and generate the
corresponding channel offset sequence.

Each transmission is associated with a channel offset which
represents the logical channel to be used. At every time slot,
each node can work in the following four states:Transmit
(T), Receive (R), Copy (C) andSleep (S). The sub-schedule
and channel hopping sequence for each node is recorded in
a 2-dimensional arrayS sch[1,LS ][1, 2], whereS sch[t][1]
records the state that the node should work in at time slott
andS sch[t][2] records the channel offset used at time slott.

A. Centralized Scenario

In this scenario, the convergecast scheduleSch is first
computed at the sink, and then distributed to all sensors in
the network. Letvk be the node recorded inSch[t][ch]. The
sub-schedule and channel offset for nodevi can be generated
using the following policies:



• At time slot t, nodevk works in Transmit state, and both
vk andf(vk) are assigned with channel offset ofch.

• At time slot t + 1, node vk works in Receive state if
Tx(vk) < nk; otherwise, nodevk enters intoSleep state.

• At time slott+2, nodevk works inCopy state if the state
at time slott + 1 is Receive; otherwise, nodevk enters
into Sleep state.

The associated state transition diagram is illustrated in Fig.
5. The algorithm for generating the sub-schedule and channel
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Fig. 5. State transition at nodevi for sub-schedule extraction.

hopping for nodevi is given in Algorithm 3. Fig. 6 presents
the resulting subschedule and channel hopping sequence for
nodev1 based on the schedule in Fig. 4.

Algorithm 3: Sub-schedule Generation(vi)
begin

for t← 1 to LS do
for ch← 0 to Ch do

/* Transmit */
if Sch[t][ch] = vi then

S sch[t][1]← T ;
S sch[t][2]← ch;

/* Receive */
else ifSch[t][ch] ∈ C(vi) then

S sch[t][1]← R;
S sch[t][2]← ch;

/* Copy */
else ifS Sch[t − 1][1] = R then

S sch[t][1]← C;
/* Sleep */
else S sch[t][1]← S;

Time Slot: 1 5 76432 8 9
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Fig. 6. The sub-schedule and channel assignment for nodev1 based on the
schedule given in Fig. 4.

B. Distributed Scenario

In Algorithm 2, each nodevi computes the transmission
schedule of its childrenDschvi , and the channel offset
for each transmission has already been assigned. Based on
Dschvi , node vi can determine the time slots in whichvi
should be inReceive state and the channel offset allocated for
packet reception. If nodevi works in Receive state in time

slot t, it works in Copy state in time slott+1. After nodevi
receives the transmission scheduleDschf(vi) from its parent
f(vi), nodevi can determine the time slots in whichvi should
be inTransmit state and the channel offset allocated for packet
transmission. For the time slots in which the work state has
not been assigned, nodevi works in Sleep state.

C. Channel Hopping

To support channel hopping, all devices maintain the same
channel table, called ChannelMap, that tracks the active chan-
nels. For a given slot and channel offset, the physical channel
used is determined as follows:

Activechannel = (channeloffset+ASN)%NumChannels

where ASN denotes the Absolute Slot Number which is the
count of all slots that have occurred since the network is
formed. The remainder of this operation (i.e.,Activechannel)
is used as the index into ChannelMap to obtain the physical
channel. For a given absolute slot, the devices scheduled in
this slot are assigned with different channel offset, and thus
operate on different physical channels. Since ASN is only
increased and never resetted, the same device operates on
different physical channels in different time slots.

VII. PERFORMANCEEVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our con-
vergecast schemes through both simulations in the COOJA
simulator [24] and experiments on the Tmote Sky platform.
All schemes are implemented on the Contiki operating system
using the Rime protocol stack.

A. Experiment Setup

Time synchronization plays an important role in TDMA-
based schemes. Recent work has shown high synchronization
accuracy (around 1µs) with low power consumption [25]. For
simplicity, we use the following techniques to provide high-
resolution time synchronization in our experiments: first,we
use Contiki’s built-in time synchronization service (i.e., pair-
wise time synchronization), with hardware timers configured
to 16 kHz. Second, we place all sensors in the communication
range of the sink. At the beginning of each convergecast,
the sink broadcasts beacons to synchronize all sensors. We
use a simplified 802.15.4 MAC packet format in which the
MAC Protocol Data Unit (MPDU) only consists of application
data payload in addition to the 2-byte Frame Check Sequence
(FCS) with CRC information. As the maximum physical
layer payload size of 802.15.4 is127 bytes, the maximum
MAC layer data payload is125 bytes. For each simula-
tion/experiment, we verified that the tested slot length works
by observing 10 consecutive convergecast rounds without lost
radio packets. We use the following two metrics to evaluate
the performance of our schemes:

• Latency: The latency for convergecast is defined as the
time starting from the moment the first node transmits a
packet until the sink has received all packets.



• Throughput : The throughput of the network is defined
as the number of bits successfully received by the sink
per second.

To highlight the performance, we compare the latency and
throughput achieved by our scheme with the correspond-
ing theoretical bounds which are calculated as follows: The
802.15.4 physical layer frame format consists of a 4-byte
preamble, a 1-byte Start of Frame delimiter (SFD), a 1-byte
frame length field, and a 2-byte CRC field. Given MAC layer
data payload of sizesmldp bytes, the theoretical upper bound
on the single-hop throughput isT (smldp) = smldp×250/(4+
1 + 1 + 2 + smldp) kbit/s, and the minimum time slot length
is lslot = 8 × smldp/T (smldp) ms. The lower bound on
convergecast latency isLS × lslot. In all experiments for a
fixed MAC layer data payload, the time slot length is decreased
until the radio packets start colliding and the sink no longer
receives all data.

B. Latency

To evaluate the convergecast latency of our system, we
maximize the packet payload: 125 bytes. Fig. 7 shows the
minimum latency from simulation, verified results on real
hardware as well as the theoretical lower bound on latency for
convergecast in tree networks. As discussed in Section IV-A,
the worst routing topology is a line with convergecast schedule
length lower bound of3N − 2, and the best routing topology
is a spanning tree which satisfies that3n1 −∆ ≤ N . As can
be seen from Fig. 7, in simulations with 20 sensor nodes and
optimal spanning tree, the convergecast latency can be reduced
to 0.1s,1/3 of the latency in the corresponding line network.
This means that, in one second, the sink can collect data from
up to 200 nodes using our scheme. Fig. 7 also shows that our
scheme can work on real hardware using the same minimum
time slot length obtained in simulations.
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Fig. 7. Convergecast latency vs. number of nodes in a tree network.

From Fig. 7, it can be seen that there is a small gap between
the simulation/experiment results and the theoretical lower
bound. This can be explained as follows: first, the CC2420
radio platform has a 192 microseconds turnround time for
changing state and channel [4]. This time cannot be moved off
from the critical path. Second, there is some communication

stack overhead in the copy slots. Although it might be possible
to slightly further reduce convergecast latency by reducing
interrupt latency, there is no too much improvement left.

C. Throughput

Fig. 8 plots the maximum throughput achieved in simula-
tions on a network with 20 sensors and 1 sink by comparing
with the theoretical upper bound. With maximum MAC layer
data payload of 125 bytes, the throughput achieved in simula-
tions is 203 kbit/s, around 86.4% of the upper bound (234.96
kbit/s). As the overhead such as turnround time remains
fixed, this overhead dominates a large portion when MAC
layer data payload is small. With the decrease of the MAC
layer data payload, the effect of such overhead on throughput
becomes larger. With MAC layer data payload of 11 bytes,
the throughput achieved in simulations is 70.4 kbit/s, which
is 48.64% of the upper bound (144.74 kbit/s).
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To show the advantage of our scheme, Fig. 9 compares with
traditional convergecast in terms of throughput improvement.
In Fig. 9, ”traditional” denotes the multi-channel convergecast
schemes such as the scheme proposed in [17], in which
packet copying is performed within the time slots for trans-
mission/reception, while our scheme is denoted by MCCSC
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Fig. 10. Example for convergecast schedule in a line with separated packet
copying.

(Multi-Channel Convergecast with Separated Copying). In our
experimental setup, the time for transmitting 125 byte datais
around4.55ms, and the time for copying 125 bytes in two
ways, i.e., from the receive buffer at the radio transceiverto the
microcontroller and from the microcontroller to the transmit
buffer at the radio transceiver, is around2 × 1.45 = 2.9
ms, equivalent to125 × 2.9/4.55 = 40 bytes. Therefore,
the theoretical upper bound on throughput for traditional
convergecast is125 × 250/(125 + 8 + 80) = 146.71 kbit/s.
As shown in Fig. 9, for networks with line routing topology,
the theoretical upper bound on throughput for MCCSC is
only 1/3 of the maximum throughput. This is because that
the sink can be scheduled to receive only once in every 3
adjacent time slots, as demonstrated by the example in Fig. 10.
For traditional convergecast schemes, the theoretical upper
bound on throughput is roughly the same as that for MCCSC
because packet copying time slots can not be reused by other
nodes. However, the achievable throughput for MCCSC has
been improved by 24.16% compared with traditional schemes,
which can be explained based on Fig. 2. In traditional schemes,
there is 1.45 ms reserved for packet copying at both the
beginning and the end of each time slot. However, only one
part can be used, i.e., in transmit slot, only the1.45 ms at
the beginning is used for Copy Tx, and only the1.45 ms at
the end is used for Copy Rx in receive slot. In MCCSC,
the unused1.45 ms in each slot has been removed, thereby
improving throughput.

For networks with optimal tree routing topologies (i.e.,
3n1 − ∆ ≤ N ), the throughput achieved by MCCSC is
203 kbit/s, improved by 86.24% compared with traditional
convergecast. This is because that the copy time slots can be
reused by other nodes. For example, if the network given in
Fig. 10 has 3 lines, the copy time slots in the schedule for one
line can be reused by nodes in other lines for transmission,
and the sink is kept busy receiving packet at every time slot,
thus significantly improving system throughput.

VIII. D ISCUSSION

A. Related Work

TDMA can provide collision-free and energy-efficient real-
time data delivery. A number of TDMA-based convergecast
protocols have been developed for single-radio single-channel
architectures. Choiet al. proved that the decision version
of time-optimal convergecast scheduling problem for single-
channel wireless sensor networks is NP-complete in a weak

sense [13]. Similarly, Gandhamet al. proved that the lower
bound for time-optimal TDMA convergecast schedule length
in tree networks ismax{3n1−3, N} time slots, and proposed
a distributed algorithm that can complete convergecast in
max{3n1 − 1, N} time slots [15]. Although the bound we
established in this study look similar, they are in fact very
different. By removing copying from the critical path, our
schemes support much shorter time slot length, hence yield-
ing much faster convergecast. Moreover, Gandham’s scheme
is based on single-channel communication, and focuses on
spacial reuse to reduce convergecast latency.

Interference and multi-path fading are two major factors
that affect the performance of existing single-channel based
schemes. A natural approach to avoid interference and increase
throughput is to use multiple channels. Wuet al. proposed a
Tree-based Multi-Channel Protocol (TMCP) for data collec-
tion applications [18]. TMCP divides the network into multiple
subtrees and allocates different channels to each subtree.
Durmaz Incel and Krishnamachari proposed a simple receiver-
based frequency and time scheduling approach for data ag-
gregated convergecast [17]. However, all the above schemes
are focused on making clever utilization of frequency-reuse to
decrease convergecast delay, whereas the formulated channel
assignment problems have been proven to be NP-complete. In
[26], we proposed a self-organizing, multi-channel protocol
for convergecast based on constructing collision-free trees.
This scheme, however, is not time-optimal. We also proposed
a general framework for real-time data delivery problems in
WirelessHART networks and presented the optimal solution
for convergecast in WirelssHART networks with binary-tree
topology [27], and time- and channel-optimal convergecast
solutions forWirelessHART networks with line topology [28].
However, all the above TDMA-based convergecast schemes
do not take into account the impact of packet copying. The
time synchronized mesh protocol (TSMP) [29], has reported
impressive reliability in actual industrial scenarios, but there
are no public results on the efficiency of TSMP under delay
constrained traffic.

Packet copying between the radio transceiver and the mi-
crocontroller has been identified as the bottleneck for low
latency packet delivery in networks with 802.15.4-based radios
in [9]. Similar measurement results were also presented in
[10], and a pipelining transmission scheme was proposed.
However, the scheme only works for single-hop networks.
Unlike the aforementioned related works, we propose novel
low-complexity algorithms that exploit the advantages of both
time-slotted channel hopping and separated packet copying,
and validate our algorithms by extensive simulations and
experiments on real sensor nodes.

B. Reliability Issues

Links in WSNs are notorious for poor and unstable quality,
and packets are likely to get lost even without collisions.
Thus retransmission mechanism might still be necessary for
applications with high requirement on reliability. To retransmit
a packet, the transmitter needs to know that the previously



transmitted packet has been lost. An intuitive solution is to use
an ACK mechanism. Similar to theWirelessHART standard,
the receiver acknowledges each successfully received data
packet, and the transmission of an ACK message is scheduled
in the same time slot for packet receiving.

The basic idea for retransmission scheduling is to reserve
some slots immediately after the first transmission for possible
retransmissions. When a transmitter sends a data packet, the
data packet still remains in the radio’s transmit buffer. Ifthe
receiver successfully receives the data packet and the trans-
mitter successfully receives the associated acknowledgement,
the transmitter stays in sleep states in the following reserved
slots for retransmission; otherwise the transmitter retransmits
the data packet buffered in the radio transmit buffer unless
the reserved slots for retransmission have been used up. There
are other schemes to deal with lost packets such as repeating
the convergecast frame several times to enhance reliability
[11] [10]. However, we only present initial ideas in this
work. Developing robust and reliable convergecast scheduling
scheme and evaluating different convergecast schemes are out
of the scope of this paper and are planned future work.

IX. CONCLUSION

Convergecast is an important communication primitive for
data collection in WSNs. To achieve fast convergecast, we pro-
pose a novel model that combines TDMA-based multi-channel
communication, per-timeslot channel hopping and separated
packet copying, and present the time-optimal solution for
convergecast in network with general tree routing topologies.
Our schemes are memory-efficient, as each node is required
to buffer at most one packet at any time slot. Both simulations
and real experiments show that our scheme can achieve a
maximum throughput of 203 kbit/s, 86.4% of the theoretical
upper bound. With optimal routing structure and maximum
MAC layer payload, convergecast in a network with 20 sensor
nodes can be completed in only100ms.
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